Abstract-Network flow monitoring has been used for more than 20 years and has become an important part of network accounting and security. A significant effort was invested into the standardization of flow monitoring by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The flow monitoring has steadily evolved to satisfy new requirements created by the demand for increased visibility and accuracy. Therefore, it is not surprising that even the most recent flow definition created by the IETF does not consider several specifics of the flow monitoring process as it is used nowadays. This paper presents a revised flow definition that is more generic and is designed to accommodate more specific flow monitoring requirements. Moreover, we formalize our definition to avoid ambiguity and imprecision introduced by the use of natural language. One additional benefit of formalizing the flow definition is that it implicitly describes the flow creation process as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network flow monitoring facilitates large scale intrusion detection and prevention systems, data analysis, capacity planning, data retention, and other operations important for network management [1] , [2] . It is implemented in many commercial and open-source software products and hardware devices. The current trend in flow monitoring is to provide as much information as possible from the application layer of the observed data and provide per flow statistics to allow application performance monitoring. The interoperability of the individual implementations is limited due to the wide use of flow monitoring, the large number of measured features, and varying implementations [3] .
Protocol interoperability is not the only problem that needs to be addressed. A more significant problem is that the flow creation process often differs from expectations. Hofstede et al. show that measurement artifacts that can affect data processing are often present in flow data [4] . The authors of [5] demonstrate how the active and inactive timeouts affect the flow creation process. It is clear that to be able to interpret and analyze flow data correctly, the flow creation process needs to be known and well understood.
To be able to specify the flow creation process in detail, it is necessary to agree on a common definition of what the flow is. However, the most widely used definition of flow, standardized in RFC7011 [6] , does not consider several specifics of the flow monitoring process as are currently used. Moreover, the use of natural language for the flow definition leaves space for different interpretations. Therefore, this paper aims to provide more broad definition of flow which captures the idea of flow as it is widely understood by the measurement community and formalizes this definition.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, we analyze the most recent flow definition standardized by IETF in the RFC7011 [6] and explain some of the main problems and confusions that this definition creates. Then, we provide a revised flow definition which addresses these problems. Secondly, we formalize the revised flow definition to avoid its misinterpretation. Moreover, we show that this definition is inductive and provides a recipe for the flow creation process. Lastly, we describe a universal approach for implementing the flow creation process, which is parameterized only by the choice of a flow selection function.
II. REVISED FLOW DEFINITION
To be able to accurately describe the flow monitoring process, we need to have a precise definition of what a flow is. The NetFlow v9 description in [7] Cisco Systems NetFlow Services Export Version 9 [7] The Observation Point is defined as a location where IP packets can be observed. The definition says that a flow is a set of packets within a certain time span. Furthermore, the packets in a flow have a set of common properties and these properties are either derived from data contained in the packet data or from packet treatment (e.g. next hop IP address or input interface). Since this definition is quite generic, it covers most of the common IP flow creation techniques.
The IPFIX Protocol is an internet standard [6] with its own definition of a flow that builds upon the NetFlow v9 definition. It tries to specify what "properties derived from data contained in packet data" means and differentiates two types of data. The first are the values contained in packet headers, the second type covers the characteristics of the packet itself (e.g. packet length). The definition is as follows:
A Specification of the IPFIX Protocol [6] Although this definition is a part of the IPFIX internet standard, there are several problems:
1) It is not clear what a packet header is. One interpretation is that it includes all protocol headers in the packet up to the packet payload (i.e. application layer). However, the transport header is mentioned explicitly and the example indicates that it can also mean only network layer, in which case the data link layer is completely ignored.
2) The characteristics of the packet are not sufficiently described. One can interpret this as anything that cannot be computed directly from the packet header fields. The example states that a number of certain types of headers are considered as part of the packet's characteristics. The total packet length can be also included here (it was even used as an example in the early drafts in 2002).
3) The IPFIX standard limits the definition of flows only to IP traffic. However, flows are often created with the use of link layer headers. Moreover, the flow concept works even for non-IP connections, e.g. in technological networks. Therefore, the generic flow definition should allow even non-IP packets. It should be notes that the NetFlow v9 definition of flow explicitly defines IP flows, not generic flows. 4) Flows using transport header fields cannot be correctly defined for fragmented IP packets, since transport layer information is present only in the first packet fragment. Both NetFlow v9 and IPFIX definitions a set of common properties used to decide which flow the packet belongs to. This must be derived only from the single packet, which is not possible in case of fragmented packets. In order to provide the most complete definition of flow, we must address all the above mentioned issues. The most direct solution is to start with the NetFlow v9 definition, allow non-IP packets and be clearer about deriving data from previous packets of the same flow which is used for correctly handling the packet fragmentation. Therefore, we propose a revised definition as follows:
Definition 1
A flow is defined as a sequence of packets passing an observation point in the network during a certain time interval. All packets that belong to a particular flow have a set of common properties derived from the data contained in the packet, previous packets of the same flow, and from the packet treatment at the observation point.
There are two more terms connected to flow that need to be defined: flow key and flow record. The IPFIX definition of the Flow Key needs to be adapted to our definition of flow. We can conveniently shorten the definition to the following: To make the definitions above clearer, we provide an example of concrete properties that might be contained in a flow record in Table I. The table shows examples of flow record properties that can be derived from packet data and packet treatment. The properties can be aggregated when the derived value differs between individual packets of the flow or where counters such as the number of packets are involved. A summation function is usually applied to the number of bytes in each packet, TCP flags are aggregated using a logical OR function, the flow start timestamp is derived using a minimum function on each packet timestamp. The nonaggregated properties may be used as part of a flow key.
III. FORMALIZATION OF THE FLOW DEFINITION
Definition 1 states what the flow is. Although we tried to be as explicit as possible, the definition is informal and therefore subject to different interpretations. For this reason we now provide a formal definition of flow, which not only refines the informal definition, but also provides a guide to the construction of the flows. 
Definition 4
Let P be a set of all packets. Let T be a set of packet treatment information. We define a set of extended packets
so that p ∈ P denotes a packet p together with its packet treatment information. Let S be a set of indexes of packets observed at an observation point:
where n ∈ N is the number of observed packets when the number is finite. We denote sequence of packets and extended packets observed at an observation point respectively:
Both sequences are of size |S|. Let us now define a flow selection function ϕ which takes a sequence of extended packets and a new extended packet and decides whether they form a flow. We will use this function to determine whether a newly observed packet belongs to an existing flow.
Definition 5
Let P * be a set of all finite sequences of extended packets, P be a set of extended packets. We say that a function of type
is a flow selection function.
Before we give a formal definition of a flow, we provide the following intuition for our definition. A flow F is a sequence of packets defined by a sequence of extended packets with indexes in S and a flow selection function ϕ. We require that a packet belongs to a flow if it is determined by all previous packets of that flow. Therefore we construct the flow by induction as described in Algorithm 1.
We shall now define set I of indexes from ( p i ) selected using flow selection function ϕ, and flow F so that it conforms with the Definition 1 as follows:
1: Denote I the set of packet indexes that belong to the flow Denote indexes of matching extended packets I i 6:
Flow F i is a sequence of packets with indexes from I i 7:
Remove indexes in I i from S i , denote the new sequence S i+1
8:
Increment counter i = i + 1 9: until S i is empty Algorithm 2: Construction of a sequence of flows.
S ⊆ S be (possibly finite) mutually corresponding sequences of packets and extended packets respectively, ϕ a flow selection function.
We define a flow index set I = I (( p i ) i∈S , ϕ) as
, where J i is defined inductively over i ∈ N as:
Finally, we define flow F = F ((p i ) i∈S , I) as:
Since we need the min function to be defined for an empty set (the cases where no flow is defined and where we have already added all possible indexes from S), we define {min ∅} = ∅ Definition 6 of flow creates a single flow for a sequence of extended packets P and a flow selection function ϕ. The flow F is selected based on the first extended packet accepted by ϕ. Since we naturally expect that every packet is a part of only a single flow, we can construct a sequence of flows (F i ) i∈N by induction as described in Algorithm 2.
Let us now provide a more formal definition of a sequence of flows (F i ) i∈N .
Definition 7
Let P, P be sequences of packets and extended packets respectively, ϕ a flow selection function. We define the sequence (F i ) i∈N of flows inductively:
Definition 7 provides a guide to constructing a sequence of flow records. The procedure can be easily modified to run in real time so that each newly observed extended packet can be added to the appropriate flow. In our definition, we want every packet to be a part of only a single flow. Therefore, we apply the flow selection function ϕ to each pair of existing flow (enriched by packet treatment information) and the new extended packet. Then, we add the packet to the first flow that matches. If none of the existing flows match, we apply the function ϕ to this packet only and start a new flow if necessary.
From this, we can see that the flow creation process depends solely upon the implementation of the flow selection function. We will shortly discuss common implementations in the following section.
IV. FLOW CREATION PROCESS
This section describes the flow creation process using an implementation of the flow creation function. Before the flow records can be constructed, the packets need to be captured and processed. The process of packet capture, also called packet observation is out of the scope of this paper. A good overview of the process is provided by [8] . The goal of the packet processing is to extract the values of chosen properties of individual packets and the corresponding packet treatment information. Attributes such as IP addresses, transport protocol, and ports are used as part of flow keys often. The specific flow key used depends on the applied flow selection function, which is used to decide to which flow the packet belongs. Other attributes of the packets such as TCP flags or the number of bytes, are extracted as well for further analysis. We call the extracted properties packet metadata.
The packet metadata are aggregated to create flow records. The definition of the flow selection function requires all preceding extended packets of the same flow to determine whether a new packet belongs to particular flow. Since it is not viable to keep all packets of a flow in memory, only selected information is stored in real world implementations. All active flows have a flow record with all the necessary information stored in a flow cache. When a new packet arrives, the flow selection function is called for each stored flow record and the metadata of the new packet to determine, to which flow the new packet belongs. If a matching flow record is found, it is updated using the packet metadata (e.g. packet and byte counters are incremented, and the flow end timestamp is updated). If no such record exists, the packet is considered to be the first packet of a new flow and a corresponding flow record is created in the flow cache. Algorithm 3 illustrates the 1: loop 2:
Get new packet P flow creation process. It is worth noting that the flow selection function is denoted φ as we refer to a concrete implementation here instead of the formal definition.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this paper was to point out the deficiencies of the current, widely-used flow definitions and to introduce a revised flow definition to address the identified deficiencies. The main problem of the current flow definition is that it allows only IP flows, is ambiguous, and does not allow for the proper measurement of fragmented traffic.
We have proposed a revised flow definition which does not limit flow measurement to IP traffic and allows flow keys to be derived based on information contained in the previous packets of the flow as well. To address the ambiguity issues that are caused by the use of natural language for the definition, we have provided a formalized definition of the flow as well. The formal definition is inductive in its nature and provides a recipe for the flow construction process.
The presented revised flow definition and its formalization can serve as a basis for the unified description of novel flow creation processes as well as for clarifying the currently used processes. Under the revised definition, flow monitoring is no longer limited to IP packets and information from network and transport layers. Instead, it is a complex process that utilizes data from link layer and packet treatment as well as from the application payload. Therefore, we need to be more careful than ever to ensure that the flow monitoring process is well defined and understood.
